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1. The Problem

Since the discovery and pubiicafion of the Dead Sea Scrolls over the

past sixty years, we have become increasingly aware of whal had

previously been known, that calendrical controversies played an

important role in defining the social, religious, and political dividing

lines between various Jewish groups, as between Judaism and

Chrislianity (and as befween Christian groups) in their subsequenl

history down to the present. In retrospect, the relative stability of what

became the universally practiced Jewish calendar (especially ln light of

other, continuing intra-Jewish divisions) is all fhe more remarkable. In

aniiqr,rity, by contrast, which calendar one followed and who controlled

calendrical def erminations were important not just for practical

considerations oÍ coherent social adherence, but for the projection of

polilical pow-er ar-rd religious self-definition. To quote James Vander-

Kam, "Measuring units of fime was not simply a matter of convenience;

rather, it was a moral issue involving obedience bo divine revelation

about the nature of realily and the laws by which the world operated."l

Universally speaking, calendars are a prime medium for linking the

cycles and rhythms of human, socieLal time with lhose of the cosmos.

1 lames C VanderKam, Calendørs ín

(London & New York: Routledge,
the Dead Sea Scrolls: MeasurÌng Time

7998), 77
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2. Scriptural Foundations

At the heart of calendrical controversies is an astronomicai discordance
between i'he cycles of the sun and moon, which affects all systems of
time-keeping, not just Jewish (or Christian and Islamic), but is
particuiarly acute for the monotheistic creeds which understand a

single deig to have sel all of the celestial bodies in their courses and
rhyihms as an unalterable pattern fo be mirrored by human society in
its concordance to a similarly fixed and cyclic calendar. According to
Cenesis 7:14-16, parl of the creation account:

[Ia]God said, "Let there be lights in the expanse of the sky to
separate day from night; they shall serve as signs for the set times
(mo'adim) - the days and the years; [15]and they shall serve as lights
in the expanse of fhe sky to shine upon the earth." And it was so.

[Ió]Cod made the two great lights, the greater light to dominate the
day and the lesser light to dominaie the night, and the stars" (NJpS).

Besides illuminating the day and the night, the sun and the moon are
intended as signs for the marking of time (seasons, days, and years, but
implicitly months as well).

As is weil known, and was known in antiquity, it rs impossible to
synchronize time as measured by the two "great lights" in the sky, since
there is not a whole number of lunar months (approximately 29.5 days)
within a single solar year (approximately 365.25 days). Or, to put it
differently, ayear of twelve lunar months G54 days) is shy of a full
solar year by approximately 77.25 days. The earliest scripturai re-
cognition of thls disparity between solar and lunar years, with an at-
Lempt to reconcile the two, is fo be found in the chronology of the
Flood story (Gen. 7:6-8:l+).2 In short, it is impossible to mark time
according to one without being out of synchronizalion with the other,
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necessitafing the favoring of one or the other as the primary celestial

timepiece.

However, the sun-moon competition, and the inability to divide

either the month or the year by a whole number of days, is only part of

the problem, since the inability to synchronize between these two
cosmic tirnepieces is aggravated when we add the biblical requirement to

reguiate work and rest by cycles of seven-day weeks, since neither the

lunar monlh nor the solar year is divisible by a whole number of such

weeks. Add to bhat the desire to mark the four agricultural seasons of the

solar year (divided by solstices and equinoxes), so that the pilgrimage

harvest feslivals fall always during the same seasons (around the vernal

and autumnal equinoxes), and the requirement to mark larger cycles of

bime by seven- and fifty-year intervals (sabbatical and;ubilee cycles), and

you end up with a seemingly infinite number of ways to dice and splice

time, with nol one of them bringing all of the temporal measurements

into perfecf harmony with one another. It is, therefore, impossible for a

society to order its daily, weekly, and yearly patterns of communal life in

concordance with the celestial astronomical cycles of creation, a-s

Scripture would seem to require, without human manipulation of time,

and the inevitability of devolving into societal dispute as to which

concessions to make and according to whose authority to rnake them.

One way to eliminate this conundrum would be to rewrite Scripture

so as to granb timekeeping authority to only one of the "great lights,"
or at leasl to create a better division of chronological labor between

them. Thus, for example, Psalms 704:79 states: "He made the moon fo
mark the seasons (mo'adim); the strn knows when to set" (NJPS) Thus,

the daily solar cycle is assigned the task of marking fhe day, whereas

the lunar cycle determines the "seasons," presumably referring to the

seasonal pilgrimage feslivals, at least tw-o of whlch, according to

scriplure, fall on the fourteenth/fifteenth of the month, the full moon in
a true iunar month.3

For scriptural passages that attribute significance to the day (or days) of theIbid, 4-5.
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3. Second Temple Reflections and Contentions

In the post-biblical, Second Temple period we find very different choices

of calendrical priority between those who favor the moon and those

r¡¡ho favor the sun. For example, the Jerusalem wisdom teacher Ben Sira
(ca. 775 CE) assigns to the sun the daily role of heating the earth (ß:2-5),
but to the moon ølone he assigns calendrical functions (43:6-8):

[ó]It is the moon that marks the changing seasons, governing the

times, their everlasting sign. [7]From the moon comes the sign for
the festal days, a light that wanes when it completes its course.

[8]The new moon. as its name suggests, renews itself; how marve-
lous it is in this change, a beacon to the hosts on high, shining in the
vault of the heavensl (NRSV)

Conversely, we find that the book of ]ubilees (mid-second century
BCE), "rewrites" Genesis 7:74-76 so as to designate the sun ølone as the
"great sign" that marks all types of time (2:9):

And on the fourbh day he made the sun and fhe moon and the stars.

And he set them in the firmament of heaven so that they mighb give
Iight upon the whole earth and rule over the day and the night and

separate light and darkness. And the Lord sef the sun as a great sign
upon the earth for days, sabbaths, months, feast (days), years, sab-

baths of years, jubilees, and for all of the (appointed) times of the

years - and it separates the light from the darkness - and so that

everything which sprouts and grows upon the earth might surely
prosper.'

new or full moon. see Num. 2B:7I-f5;7 Sam.2O:5,78, 24, 27-29, 34; 2Kgs.
4:23; Isa. f:73-I4; Ezek. 46:7-3; Ps. 81:3. Although a solar year is implicitly
acknowÌedged by lhe need to maintain bhe festivals in their proper "sea-
sons," as James VanderKam (Calendørs, 8) sfates, "[N]o scriptural statements
assert fhe role of the sun's course- in defining a year. Despite its greater
srze, it seems to be the lesser lighf in the Bible."

4 The translation is from The OId Testament Pseudepigrøphø, ed. James H.
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The oniy role remaining for the moon is to provide light at night. It is
not surprising, therefore, that the book of Jubilees, like the Astronom-
ical Book of Enoch (1En.72-82) before it (late third century BCE) and

the Dead Sea Scrolls after lt, calculates a 364-day "solar" year (6:32) of
fifty-two weeks (6:30), in which the twelve months are thirty days each,

with the addition of one day at the beginning of each three-month
season (quarter) (6:23),s but with the resulting months bearing no
correspondence bo "true" lunar cycles (o[ zO.s days). Such a "solar" (or

nearly-solar) calendar has the additional advantage of being divisible
into four quarters of thirteen weeks or ninety-one days each (6:29),

thereby re[aining the centrality of the seven-day week, modeled as it is
on the pattern of creation, as biblically timed. A further advantage of
this calendrical system based on exact multiples of seven days is that
any date (or festival day) will fall on the same day of the week in any
year. How such a calendar would "make-up" the 1.25 days "lost" each

year from a "true" solar year, is never indicated, even though the

discrepancy must have been known.

Unlike the Astronomical Book of Enoch, upon which the book of
Jubilees appears to be dependent for its calculations, the latter ad-

vocates a calendar that is solely solør, that is, one for whlch the cycles of
lhe moon play no role.ó Both the Asbronomical Book of Enoch and the

book of Jubilees claim their calendrical patterns to be divinely revealed,

Charlesworth, 2 vols. (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 7983), 2:56. For bhe

dominion of the sun, see also Jub. 4t27.

5 These four "days of remembrance," deriving from the chronology of the
Flood, fall on the first days of the first, fourth, sevenbh, and tenth months.
They are presumably the equivalents oÉ the added days (3lst) of the third.
sixth, ninth, and tweifth months according to the Astronomical Book of
Enoch (1 En 72:73,79,25,37), upon which fhe book of Jubilees appears to be
dependenb (Jub. +:1.e,21). See Sacha Stern, Cølendar ønd Community: A His-
tory of the lewish Calendar Second Century BCE-Tenth Century CE (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2001), 10; but cf. VanderKam, Calendars,2g-30.

ó While the new moon is to be marked, the months do nof correlate with
lunar cycles.
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with Enoch being for both the conduit of such revealed astronomical
knowledge.T However, in the latfer, they are not simply the function of
astronomical calculations, but are tied directiy to scriptural covenantal

history, especialiy as revealed in the Flood narrative and the covenantal

pact with Noah and his descendants immediately thereafter. Noah's
covenant (in the third month) sets the pattern and date for subsequent

covenantal enactments, as well as for their festive re-enactments
(especially Shavubt) in the collective life of lsrael.t

In keeping with its calendrical exclusiuity, the book of Jubilees, again

in contrast to the Astronomical Book of Enoch, polemicølly admonishes

its audience to follow a solar-only calendar, over against those who
vvould mark time by the moon (or some combination of the two). For

the book of Jubiiees the practical consequences, in covenantal terms, of
its calendrical advocacy loom large. The correct reckoning of calendrical

lime is requ.ired for Israel to observe the divinely revealed laws of the

Torah, especially regarding the festivals, necessitating that the divinely
revealed solar calendar be scrupulously maintained and observed. Error
in caiendrical reckoning leads to failure to uphold Israei's side of the

covenanl-al relationship with God: "And they will forget all of my laws,

and all of my commandments and all of my judgments, and they will err

concerning new moons, sabbaths, festivals, jubilees, and ordinances"
(7:I4). As Moses admonishes at length (6:32-38):

[32]Anð you, command the children of Israel so that fhey shall

guard the years in this number, three hundred and sixty-four days,

and il r¡¡ill be a complete year. And no one shall corrupt its (ap-

pointed) time from its days or from its feasts because all (of the

appointed times) will arrive in them according to their lestimony,
and they will not pass over a day, and they wili not corrupt a feasf.

7 Even though the book of Jubilees claims to be a record of the divine
i'evelaiion to Moses at Mt Sinai, the calendrical system that is therein to
be imparied to the Israelites is traced back io Enoch See Jub. +,tz-ß, zl.

8 See ju1t. 6:70-18,23-3I.For the calendrical implications of the Flood narra-
iive more broadly for the book of Jubilees, see VanderKam, Cølendørs, 29-30.
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l33lBut if they are transgressed, and they do not observe them

according to his commandment, then fhey will corrupf al1 of their
(fixed) times, and the years will be moved from within this (order),

and they will transgress bheir ordinances. [3a]And a1l of the sons oÍ

Israel will forget, and they will not find the way of the years. And
they will forget the new moons and (appointed) times and sabbaths,

And they will set awry all of the ordinances of the years.e [35]For I

know and henceforth I shall make you know - but not from my own

heart, because the book is written beÉore me and is ordained in the

heavenly tablets of the division of days - lest they forget the feasts

of the covenant and walk in the feasts of the gentiles, after theìr

errors and after their ignorance.to t3ólAnd ihere will be those who
will examine the moon diligently because it will corrupt the (ap-

pointed) times and it will advance from year to year ten days.tt

[37]Therefore, lhe years will come to them as they corrupt and make

a day oÍ testimony a reproach and a profane day a festival, and they

will mix up everything, a holy day (as) profaned and a profane (one)

for a holy day, because they will set awry the months and sabbaths

and feasts and ;ubiÌees.tz [¡g]Therefore, I shall command you and I

shall bear witness to you so that you may bear witness to them

because after you have died and your sons will be corrupted so that

they will nol make a year oniy fhree hundred and sixby-four da-ys,

The sense here is fhat any corruption of the calendar would set the whole
sysfem out of kilter, fhe error becoming increasingly compounded with
time until i[ is unrecove¡able.

li is suggested that abandonment of fhe prescribed calendar wouid render
lsrael indistinguishable in its religious life from thal of the gentiles.
Whether this is lo associate the following of a lunar calendar in particular
with the influence of the gentiles is less cerfain.

Ten days is fhe difference between a purely lunar calendar of 354 days and
the prescribed "solar" calendar of z6+ days. If the former were foÌlowed,
dates (e.g., festivals) would fall ten days "earlier" every year than their
"correct" time according to the 364-day "solar" calendar.

A holy day celebrated on the "wrong" day would, in effect, be profaned.
Thus, the whole syslem of holy and profane would be corrupied, the
distinction between the two becoming unrecognizabÌe.

10

77
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And therefore they will set awry the months and the (appointed)
times and the sabbaths and the feasts, and they will eaf all of the
blood with all flesh.13

IJowever, not all writings that are preoccupied with calendrical
calculations are so polemical, or, for that matter. univocal in their
calendrical preference. As already indicated, the Astronomical Book of
Enoch (78n.72-52), provides an interesting comparative perspeclive to
Lhe polemical and exclusiveiy solar calendrical preoccupation of the
book of Jubiiees, precisely for its interests in both solar-year and lunar-
month calculations, but wifhout correlation of either to the dating of
sacred feasts (or fasts). While the cycles of lunar months are correlated
with that of the solar year (1 En. 74, 7B), no effort is made to
synchronize them, that is, to prevent lunar dates from falling
increasingly early with respect to the solar year. Thus, 1 Enoch Zz
presents calculations based on a solar year of 12 months, following the
pattern of months of 30 + 30 + 31 repeated four times yearly for a total of
364 days (fifty-two seven-day weeks) (see 1 En. T2:32). However, 1

Enoch 74 and 78:1-5-76; 79:4 presume twelve lunar months that
alternate in length between twenty-nine and thirty days for a total of
354 days (which is indivisible by seven-day weeks). The discrepancy is
explicitly acknowledged in 1 Enoch T4:IO-77, which verses, however,
are internally inconsistent and could be a later addilion.la In short,
while the Astronomical Book of Enoch displays interest in lunar
calculations suggestive of a lunar calendar, its calendrical preference

73 Translaiions from The Old Testamenf Pseudepigraphø, ed Charlesworth, 2:53,
68

74 See Mafihew Black, The Book of Enoch or 1 Enoch.: A New English Translation.
Wiih Comrueniary ønd Teriual Notes by Matth.ew Blaclc. In ConsultøLion with
james C VønderKam. With an Appendix on the 'Astronomical' Chøpters (72-82)
by Otio Neugebøuer (Leiden: Brill, I9s5), 386-419 The possibility of reck-
oning a 360-day calendar of twelve thirly-day months (without four
epagomenal days) is suggested and rejected by 1 En. 74:IO-7I; 7S:Í-2;
82:4-6, these being as close lo polemical as this text gets.
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wouid appeff lo be solar (".g., 1F,n.74:77). The fact that it makes no

clear effort to reconcile the two calendars, solar and lunar, through
intercalalion,t5 as well as to correlate them with the proper iime for the

observance of fhe festivals (as emphasized in Jubilees),1ó has led Sacha

Stern to suggesl that "it is unlikely that Enoch's solar calendar was

meanb to be observed in practic¿... AIl Enoch was concerned with was

the constructÍon of a simplified and ideal aslronomica-l order; he had no

interesf in practrcal use or in scientific accuÍacy."77

The same can be said for 2 (Slavonic) Enoch, a work which in ifs
extanl forrn is of uncertain dating and provenance, having undergone a

long process of hanslation and redaction, but having its roots, most

Iikely, in the first century C8.18 Initially, we are presented bherein with a

15 ,{s found in 4QEnastr' (4Q2os), which J. T. Milik (The Books of Enoch:

Arnmaic Fragments of Qumran Cøoe 4 lOxÉord' Oxford University Press,

7976),273-84) identìfies as belonging fo an Aramaic book of Enoch.

1ó As emphasized by VanderKam, Calendars, 26.

17 Stern, Calendar ønd Community, 7, in fhe latLer part paraphrasing, ap-

provingly, }.ltllk, The Boolcs of Enoch, f4 anà 277 Likewise, Stern (ibid., s-9)
states: "Enoch's calenda¡ may similarly have been used for purposes of
theorefical astronomical study.... Whichever interprefation is Éavoured, the

asbronomical book of Enoch is unlikely to inform us, therefore, about actual
calendrical practice. After all, the stated purpose of this book (in 72:1) is to
reveal the courses of the sun and moon, rabher than to prescribe the

observance of any specific calendar.. Enoch also sugges[s that these ca-

Iendars would normally have been set by mathematrcal calculation, rather
than by empirical observation of new moons But this is likely to reflecL

Enoch's own interest in mathematical astronomy, rather than how con-
bemporary Jews would have ¡eckoned the calendar in practice." Stern adds:
"For comparative purposes, it is worth noting lhat the cycles oÉ inter-
calation designed by Greek astronomers such a[ Meton or Callippus, as

well as the octaeteris, were apparently nol observed in practice in any of
the Greek cilies oÉ ihe Classical and Hellenistic period" (ibid, 9, with
bibliographic references in ibid., n. 35).

1B In whaf Éollows I am dependent on Basil Lourie, "Calendrical Elements in 2

Enoch" (paper presented at the Fifth Enoch Seminar: Enoch, Adam, Mel-
chizedek, Mediatorial Figures in 2 Enoch and Second Temple Judaism,
Naples, Italy, June 75,2009), to be published in [he prinLed proceedings of

It s+1x Itss]x
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364-day calendar of twelve months of unequal numbers of days from
twenty-two to thìrty-five (2 En. I6:2).1e But there is also a 364-day
caienda-r of ten months of either thirty-five or forty-two days each, as

enunciated in 13:3-4, which has the advantage of allowing both the
solar year and each of the ten non-iunar months to be divisible by a
wlrole number of seven-day weeks.'o Furthermore, in 16:g we find
acknowledgement of the Metonic lunisolar cycle of seven monthJong
intercalations every nineteen years, as employed in the 354-day (before
intercalalion) rabbinic calendar, but irrelevant to either of the 2 Enoch's
solar calendars' "And the moon has a sevenfold intercalation, and a

perìod of levolution of nineteen years. And she begins once again from
tlre start." Additionaily, I5:4 recognizes a twenfy-eight-year cycle by
which the sun ret'urns, as it were, to its starting piace at the same time
of day and day of the week (presuming a solar year of sOs.zs days),
known in rabbinic parlance as birlchøt hø-hnmmøh: "and the cycle of him
Ithe sun] goes on for twenty-eight years, and begins once more from
the start "21

fhat conference. For the text of 2 Enoch, in English translation, I am using
Francis I. Andersen, "2 (Slavonic Apocalypse of) Enoch," jn The Old Tes-
tamenL Pseudepígraphø, ed. Charlesworth, Í:gl-221. On the question of
dabing and provenance, see Andersen, 94-97. In what followi, I cannot
consider Lhe question of possible calendrical interpolations into the text of
2 Enoch, on which see Andersen, I2S n. d, t30 n. f. On the text of 2
Enoch, see also Christfried Böt[rich, Das sløaische Henochbuch $SHRZy/7;
Gütersloh: Gütersloher Verlagshaus, 1996). On calendar in 2 Enoch, see
Siern, Calendar and Community, 9-IO

19 See Andersen's lengthy note ad loc., I2B n. d. For the 364-day calendar, see
also l3:3-4 and 48:I-

2A As l-ourie noies, this ernphasis on the seven-day weekly cycle mighf have
produced a fhirteen-month, 364-day year of 28 days/month, but there is no
evidence for such a calendar in 2 Enoch.

21 This was recently (April s,2oo9) celebrated by Jewish communiiies world-
wicle
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4. Dating Shavu'ot

The entire narrative of 2 Enoch resides within one quarter of the year,

the ninety-four-day period between the eleventh of the first month

(Nissan) and the ninth of the fourth month (Tammuz), wherein is

incorporated the central events in Enoch's life and the central festivals

of Passover and Shavubt, as well as a pre-Passover 3S-day fast as part

of the four-day epagomenon. Especially significant, both for the life ol

Enoch and for the calendrical calculations, is the festival of Shavubt, ihe

only major blblical festival for which a specific date is not scripturally

provided. In fact, determining the date of Shavubt Proves important to

reconstructing ancient Jewish calendars in general. According to

Leviticus 23:77,15, this festival occurs seven weeks (fifty days) after the

ceremony of "waving the (barley) sheal" which falls on "the day aftet

the sabbath" following Passover. At issue in ancient disputes over this

dafing is whether "sabbath" refers to fhe seventh day of the week or to

a festival day of rest, in either case it being unclear whether the so-

designated day falls during the seven-day Passover festival or only a-fter

its completion.

According to the book of Jubilees (75:I; 44:4-5), as well as the

dominant Qumran calendar, the "sabbath" in queslion is the weekly

sabbath following the completion of fhe seven-day Passover festival,

that is, the twenty-flfth day of the firsL month (Nissan), the fifty-day

counl beginning on the twenty-sixth day of the firsl month and con-

cluding with the fifteenth day o[ the third month (Sivan), which would

always be a Sunday." According to rabbinic Judaism, the "sabbalh" in

question is the first festival day of Passover, that is, the fifteenth àay o(

the first month (Nissan), the fifty-day count beginning on the sixleenth

22 lor a schematic representation of the 365-day calendar according to lhe

Dead Sea Sc¡olls, see Menahem Kister, ed., The Qumran Scrolls and Theír

World (Hebrew) (Jerusalem: Yaò'Ben-Zvi, 2009), following ó85
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day oÍ the first month and concluding on the sixth day of the lhird
month (Sivan), which would not fall on a set day of the week.

According to 2 Enoch, as Basil Lourie reconstructs its calendar,
Shavubf falls on the sixth day of the third month (Sivan). That is, not
withstanding 2 Enoch's sharing a 364-day calendar (in two forms) with
Jubilees, 1 Enoch, and the Dead Sea Scrolls, its dating of Shavubt agrees
with that of rabbinic ludaism (which has a 354-day calendar before
intercalation). However, this is achieved in a unique manner, by
counting fifty days from the first sunday, which is also the first day after
Passover concludes, this being the twenty-second of the first month
(Nissan), and understanding that month to have thirty days and the
second month (lyyar) to have thirty-five (according to some manu-
scripts o( zBn.76:2).In Lourie is correct, this would be the only calendar
of which I am aware that fulfills both posslble meanings of "the day after
ihe sabbath" (Lev. Z3JI, IS), that is, as the day following the sevenLh
day of the week (Sunday) and the day following the (last) passover

festival day of rest. Although z Enoch never explicitly identifies the
sixth day of the third month (sivan) with the festival of shavubt, this
calculation is highly significant, since it would reflect the only known
364-ð-ay calendar in which shavubt falls on the sixth day of the lhird
month (Sivan), as it does in the rabbinic 354-day calendar and as the
calcuiation presumably yields in Josephus.z3 In all other known 364-day
solar calendars (Jubiiees, Qumran), Shavubt falls on or around the Éif-

feenth of Sivan, by counting fifty days from the first Sunday following
the conciusion of the seven-day Passover festival (the tweniy-sixth of
Nissan), with Nissan and Iyyar having thirty days each.'n

23 By counting fifty days from the second àay of Passover, being the six-
teenfh of Nissan, as per Josephus, Antiquities 3.250-53. Before the calendar
was set, Shavubt could, presumably, fall on the fifih of Sivan, if the pre-
ceding month was determined io have had thirty-one days.

24 For a polemical allusion to this manner of counting, whereby, according fo
the "Boethusians," Shavubt would always fall on a Sunday, see m.Meiah.
70:3; m. Høg.2:4 (without reference to Boethusians); f. Roi Haí. I:IS.
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The advanlage of Shavubt falling on the fifteenth of Sivan is that il
is the mid-point in lhe month, and thereby consistent with the mid-

month datings for the other pilgrimage festivals, even though the ad-

vantage of ils being a full-moon is lost in these calendars since the

months are not true lunar months. In the rabbinic calendar, the ad-

vantage of Shavubt falling on the sixth of Sivan is that that date,

according to the rabbinic chronological interpretation of Exodus 19, is

the date on which the receiving of the Torah took piace at Mt. Sinai,25

an association that is nowhere made or implied in 2 Enoch. In other

words, in this regard the Shavubt of 2 Enoch coincides chronologicølly

with the rabbinic Shavubt, but not nørrøtologicølly.

Inter-communal disputes regarding the proper date of Shavubt are

particularly significant since Shavubt is the only maior scriptural festival

with which no historical event is scripturally associated, its scriptural

significance being wholly agricultural and sacrificial.'ó Shavubt is a

narratively empty vessel begging to be filled. As Lourie convincingly

demonstrates, 2 Enoch amply obliges, by identifying the sixth day of

the third month (Sivan) as the date of Enoch's birth (6s:1), as well as the

date on which he returns to earth from his sixty-day ascent to heaven,

by arguing that the ascent began on the eleventh of the first month

(Nissan), Lhe beginning of the 4-day epagomenon prior to Passover,

one monlh prior to his second ascent and disappearance from earth on

the sixth day of the fourth month (Tammuz) (contrary to 68:3), as well

as the feast of the consecration of Methusela three days later on the

ninth day of the fourth month (Tammuz) (see 69:1). In this regarà, 2

Enoch has important antecedents in the book of Jubilees, which as-

sociates the date of Shavubt (fifteenth of the third month) with a

25 See Melc. of R Ishmael, Bahodesh 3.

26 By confrast, rn addition to its agricultural aspects, Passover commemorates

ihe Exodus from Egypt, while Sukkot marks Lhe desert wandering and

dwelling in booths. Moshe Weinfeld (Deuteronomy 1-11 IAB 5; New York:
Doubleday, 79971, 267-75) tries valianlly to find inner-biblical associations

of Shavubt wi[h Srnaitic revelation, but, to my mind, unconvincingly
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number of covenantaliy significant scriptural events: fhe covenanl with
Noah followìng the Flood (although previously observed in heaven
since creation), which henceforth is io be annually renewed (6:10-II), as

it is by Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob (6:IT-19; I4:I9-20; I5:I-4; 44:7-g);
the messianically significant birth of Isaac (16:12-74); and the revelation
at Mt, sinai (1:1). similarly, shavubt is a central festival of covenant
renewai and induction among the "eumran community," although the
Dead sea scrolls (aside from lubilees) never explicitly connecL it to
Sinaitic revelation p", ,".t'

similarly, rabbinic Judaism and various ChrisLian churches contìnue
to imbue shavubt/Pentecost with narrative associations. Although the
revelation at Mt. sinai is the central event associated by rabbinic Ju-
daisrn with shavubf, other, less well-known associations are with the
Éirst sacrifices (by Cain and Abel), the Patriarchs, Hannah's prayer, and
the birth and death of King David.2, similariy, shavubt/pentecost
lcears great signiÉicance in the narrative of christian community for-
rnation in Acts 2. As Lourie so well demonstrates, the calendar and
chronoiogy oÍ 2 Enoch are important aspects of that work's transmission
and transformation in christian circles, especially for the association of
Jesus's nativity with the date of Enoch's birth on the sixth of the third
month, and of Jesu-s's baptism and disappearance, according to Origen,
on fhe sixth of the Éourth month, fhe date associated with Enoch's final

27 See IQS I,1ó-11,18 4Q266 (4QD') 17 16-78 = 4e270 lI,n-rz; 4e320
(4QCalendrical ,\) 4III,si 4e327 (olim 4e3941-z) (4eCalendrical Fb) 1_z
I,I5-77 See my "Rhetoric and Hermeneufics in Miqsat Maãée Ha_To¡ah
(4QMMT): The Case of the Blessings and Curses," DSD IO (2003): 150-67;
"Looking for Narrative Midrash at eumran," in Rabbínic perspecttues: Rab-
bínic |-iLeraLure anå the Dead Sea Scrolls. Proceeãings of the Eighth Internøtional
syntposíum of the orion Center t'or the study of fhe Dead sea scrolls and As-
sociaieà Literøture,7-9 Januøry, 2003, eàs. Steven D. Fraade, Aha¡on Shemesh,
and- Ruth A Clements (Leiden: Brill, 2006), 43 66

28 see Louis cinzberg, Legends of the Jews, z vols. (philadelphia, Jewish pub-
lication Society, 7973-1938), I:3IT; 4:II4; 5:736 (n. :rI), IS7 (n. S2); 6:216-
277 (n 9);277 (n 726).

ascension,, ro ask ::::'-î':.:::: ::ciarions have shaped

caiendrical calculations, or vice versa. is to inquire of the primacy of the

chicken or the egg. The calendars of 2 Enoch, as we have and mighl

reconstruct them, partake both of Jewish calendrical diversification of

lhe Seiond Temple period, and of its continuing post-Temple Jewish

and Christian afterlives of intersection and variegation, As in the As-

tronomical Book of Enoch, and in sharp contrast to the book of Jubilees,

the familiarity with and Lheoretical interest in a oøriety of calendrical

systems and methods of calculation in 2 Enoch suggest a lack of interest

in or espousing of actual calendrical practice, or, conversely, in the

deriding of alternative calendrical practices.

5. The Dead Sea Scrolls

The Dead Sea Scrolls have added immensely to our knowledge of

ancient Jewish calendars and calendrical disputes, as over twenty texts,

many of them fragmentary, containing calendrical informatron, have

been identified among the scrolls. It is generally understood by scholars

lhat calendrical differences between the central Qumran community,

which appears lo have followed a 364-àay solar calendar, and ihe

Jerusalem temple establishment, which is presumed io have followed a

354-day (before intercalation) lunisolar calendar, played an important

role in the community's spiit and separation from the majority of Jewish

society of late Second Temple times, and in their continuing esoteric self-

understanding 
30 Some possibly polemical allusions to such a split have

been detected, but none as direct or forceful as in the book of Jubilees.

29 Later Christian calendars similarly associate ihe Feast of Transfiguration in
Au.gusf and the Christian Feast of the Epiphany on Lhe sixth of January For

more on the Christian afterlife of Enochic and Pentecostai associaiions, see

J Van Gou.doever, Biblìcal Cølendars, rev. ed. (Leiden: Bl111,7967),782-274,

228-35

30 For su.ch a. view of the original split, see VanderKam, Calendars, 173-76 For
more skeptical views of the role of calendrical differences in Qumran ori-
gins, see below, n. 40.
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For example, the Community Rule (1QS I,13-15), one of the most
important scrolls for our understanding of the sect's organization and
ideology, speaking of the members of the community having acquired
knowledge and practiced discipline, instructs: "They shall not depart
from any command of God concerning their times; they shall be neither
early nor late for any of their appointed times, they shall stray neither to
the right nor to the left of any of His true precepts."3t Scholars assume
thab the "ear|y" and "late" with respect to "times" and "seasons"
(wo'ødim; appointed times=festivals) refers to calendrical deviations
caused by using altemative calendars to that used by the community.s2
If so, calendrical deviation is identified with deviation from the ob-
servance of divine laws. At several points in another central rule scroll,
fhe Damascus Document, it is stressed that what differentiates and se-

parates the true upholders of the covenant from the rest of Israel is the
divine revelation of

the iridden things in which all Israel had gone astray. He unfolded
before fhem His holy Sabbaths and his glorious feasts (mo'ødim), the
testimonies of His righteousness, and the ways of His !ruth, and lhe
desires of His will which a man must do in order to live.33

Needless to say, the proper observance of the appointed times requires
a correctly calibrated calendar. However, whether this rises to the level
of direct polemic is less certain.

31 Translation is from Geza Vermes, The Complete Deøã 1ea Scrolls in English,
rev. ed. (l-ondon: Penguin, 2OO4),99. For the warning not to deviate Lo the
right or left, see Deut. 28:74: "and do nof deviaie to the right or to the leÉf
rn any of the commandmenLs that I enjoin upon you this day..." (N]pS).
Similarly, Deut. 5:28; 77:77, 20. It would appear thab lQS is equabing
"right" and "left" with calendrical "early" and "late "

32 See VanderKam, Calendars, 45-46. For a similar sense of mo'ttdim, wilh a

possibly similar polemical ring, see 1QS 1,8-9; III,9-IO. Cf. Dan. 7:25.
33 CD III,14-15, Translation is from Vermes, The Complete Deød Seø Scrolls in

English, 131. Cf CD VI,IB-I9; XII,3-4. For the "hidden things" (revealed to
the sect alone), which may be undersfood to include fheir calendar, see
Deut. 29:28; CD Y,4; XV,I3; 1QS V,II-I2; VIII,TI-L2

Ancient Jewish Calendars

One text from among the Dead Scrolls, Miqsøt Mø'øée Hø-Torøh

(4QMMT), is especially significant for shedding light on the disputes

that led to, maintained, and jusiified the separation of the sectarian

community from the rest of Israel, in the words of the text, for which
"we have separated ourselves from the muititude of the people."34

While the twenty or so specified "precepts" that are enunciated by the

text as differenfiating its practices from those of the Jerusalem temple/

priestly establishment mainiy relate to ritual purity rules, one of the two
main manuscripts (4Q394) begins with the last three lines of what must

have been a much longer twelve-month calendrical text, which would
have listed the days of each month on which Sabbaths and. presumably,

festivals fell, and the months to which was added an epagomenal

(thirty-first) day. Lines 24 oÍ 4Q394 3-7 I (=4QMj|/4T 420-zr) con-

clude the calendar with (as restored by the modern editors): "And the

year is complete - three hundred and si[xty-four] days."3s

While there is nothing polemical about such a calendar (or any of
the other calendars found at Qumran) in and of itself, someone saw fit
to altach it to the same scroll as and prior to the body of +qVVt.

34 4QMMT CT (4Q397 74-27 7) Elisha Qimron and John Strugnell, Qunffan
Caue 4, V: Miqsat Ma'ate Ha-Torah (DlD X; OxÉord, Clarendon, 7994), 59
(henceforbh referred to as DiD X) For my own undersfanding of the

function of this text, see Steven D. Fraade, "To Whom It May Concern'
4QMMT and Its Addressee(s)," ReuQ 76 (2ooo): 507-26; idem, "Rhetoric
and Hermeneutics in Miqsaf Maãáe Ha-Torah (aQMMT): The Case of the

Blessings and Curses," DSD 70 (2003): 750-67

35 D]D X:45. The editors of the editio princeps have mistakenly appended the

calendrical text 4Q327 (Calendrical Doc. Eb) before the extanb beginning of
4Q394 (labeling the former, 4Q394 f-2 I-v IDJD X:7, 44, and Pla[e I] and

the latter, 4Q394 3-7 l,Ig-27 [D]D X:141), since ib evidences a similar 3ó4-
day calendar. For a detailed discussion, see James C. VanderKam, "The
Calendar. 4Q327, anà +Qz9+," rn Legøl Terts ønd Legal Issues. Proceeãings of
the Second Meeting of the Internøtionøl Organizøtion t'or Qumran Studíes.

Published in Honour of Joseph M. Bøumgarten, eàs. Moshe Bernstein, Flor-
entino García Mar[inez, and John Kampen (Leiden: BriLl, 7997), 779-94; as

well as idem, Cølenåars, 75, 72O n 3.
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which enumerates the differences between the sectarian community and

those from whom it has separated itself. Whatever the (unrecoverable)

intention of the scribe of 4Q394 in attaching a 364-day solar calendar

beÍore the legal body of 4QMMT, we can presume that its rhetorical
effect on its sectarian readers/audltors would have been for them to
undersiand the calendar as one of the reasons for which "we separated
ourselves from the multitude of the people." As James VanderKam
states, "That the first copy of +QMMT began with a calendar seemed

to confirm the centrality of the subject in Qumran polemics."3ó How-
ever, whefher or not one considers the calendrical texL bo play a spe-

cifically poleruicøl role in its present setting, that is, by targeting ihose
who followed a different, presumably lunar calendar, depends on how
polernical one views the genre and function of 4QMMT overall, thah is,

whether it is directly addressed to an adversarial group or a leader
thereol as has been generally presumed. For example, John Strugnell, in
his "second thoughts" on 4QMMT, is unable to understand why such a
"non-polemical" calendrical list, "addressed to no 'opponents'," and

fonning "no part of MMT's loftier polemic or hortatory themes" would
find its place here.3z Menahem Kister soives the problem by arguing
the precise opposite: that the solar calendar in its present setting is
polemical for having been precededby a personal opening to lhe ad-

versarial addressee (nowhere extant), defining the document as a whole
thereby as polemical.'u However, even if one views 4QMMT as an

intra-mural work intended or, at the very least, functioning to

Jó VanderKam, "The Caiendar, 4Q327, and 4Q394," I79.
37 John Stlugnell, "MMT: Second Thoughts on a Forthcoming Edition," in flre

Comr,tunity of fhe Renewed Couenant: The Notre Dame Symposium on the Dead
)ea Scrolls, eds. Eugene Ulrich and James VanderKam (Notre Dame, Ind:
University of Notre Dame Press, 1994), 62; idem, "Appendix 3, Additional
Observations on 4QMMT," D¡D X:203. See also DJD X:109-10.

38 Menahern Kister, "studies in 4QMiqsat Maãée Ha-Torah and Related
Texls: Law, Theology, Language and Calendar" (Hebrew), Tørbiz 68 (I998-
L999): 360. Fol further opinions, see Fraade, "To Whom It May Concern,"
521-22 n.52.
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strengthen the self-understanding of its sectarian auditors vis-à-vis the

rest of Israel,'e that is, to emphasize internaliy the necessity and jus-

tification for their separation (in a sense, an indirect polemic), the in-
clusion of the community's solar calendar, in implicit opposition to that
of others, would have fif its parenetic function. As I previously wrofe:

Particularly for candidafes and neophytes, familiarity with the basic

structure and outline of the community's 364-day solar calendar

would have been an essential part of their socialization to the
community's separatist practice and self-understanding. For such

newcomers, the social consequences of adherence to fhe commu-
nity's solar calendar, as to its purity rules, would have been a par-
ticularly sìgnificant and difficult boundary fo cross in marking their
separation from the "multitude" of Israel under the leadership of the

Jerusalem priesthood, and their entry into the renewed covenant.4o

An ímportant aspect of many of the Dead Sea Scroil calendrical texts is
that they not only synchronize the sabbaths and festivals wlth a 364-
day solar calendar, but they also mark time according to the twenty-
four priestly courses or orders (mishmørot) that derive from 1 Chronicles
24:7-78 (although some texts trace lhe priestly rotation back to the time
of creation). Each such priestly course would have served for a week at

a time and in succession in the Jerusalem temple. Thus, any date on the

39 For my view, see above, n. 34 For simiiar thinldng, see Maxine L.

Grossman, "Reading aQMMT: Genre and History," ReuQ zo (2O0I): 3 22;
idem, Reacling t'or Hrstory in the Dqmøscus Docuntent: A Methodological Study
(Leiden: Br1ll,2002),57 87.For a receni history of the scholarship on ihe
genre and function of 4QMMT, see Hanne von Weissenberg,  QMMT:
Reeualuating the Tei, fhe Function and the Meaning of the Epilogue (Leiden:
Br1l1, zoog), 7-2s

40 Fraade, "To Whom It May Concern," 522-23. For the view ihat fhe in-
clusion of lhe calendar in the manuscript ol ZQZO+ is not of significance for
the place of calendar in Qumran sectarianism, see Stern, Calendar anà
Comnnmity, 77; Lawrence H. Schiffman, Reclaiming tlrc Dead 1ea Scrolls: The

History of ludaism, the Background of Christianity, the Lost Library of Qtmtran
(Philadelphia: Jewish Publication Society of America, 7994), 305.
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solar calendar could also be designated as a day of the week of the
service of a particular priestly course. Since a fifty-two-week, SO+-day

solar year is not evenly dlvisible into twenty-four weekly courses, a

given date on that calendar, while falllng on the same day of the week
every year, would not fall on the same day of the same priestly course.

Some texts suggest a six-year cycle (3I2 weeks, or 13 complete cycles
of twenty four priestly courses) after which, the priestly courses would
fall again on the same dates of the 364-day calendar, For example
4QCalendrical Document A or 4QMishmarot A (= Q320 4111,1.-5;

restored on the basis of similar texts) begins:

1 The first year (of the six-year cycle) < vacat > its festivals
2 On the .l'd (day) in the week of the sons of Maaziah (24th course)

(falls) bhe Pesah

3 On the t't (day) in Jedaliahl (2"d course) (falls) the Waving of the

lOmerl
4 On the S'h lday¡ in Seorim (4th course) (falls) the [Second] Pesah

5 On the I't (day) in Jeshua (9th course) (falls) the Festival of Weeks

Ietc.]aI

This document presumes certain knowledge based on a 364-day solar

calendar' 1. Passover (Pesah), beginning on the fourteenth day of the
first month (Nissan), is always a Tuesday. 2. Each of the priestly
courses, as delineated in 1 Chronicles 24:7-'1,8, begins on the first day of
fhe week (Sunday) and lasts for seven days.3. The first two months of
the year (Nissan and lyyar) contain thirty days each. From this
information, it can be concluded: 1. The Waving of the Omer takes

place on Sunday, bhe twenty-sixth day of the first month (Nissan). 2.

The Second Pesah falls on Thursday, the fourteenth day of the second

month (lyyar). 3. The Festival of Weeks (Shavubt) falls on Sunday, the

fifteenth day of the third month (Sivan).a2

41 DJD XXI:55, branslaLion slightly altered.

42 For more on the mishmørof texts from the Dead Sea Scrolls, see Vander-
Kam, Calendars, 77-85; Shemaryahu Talmon, "Calendars and Mishmarot,"
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what was the function of such lists of priestly courses and their
correlafion with the 364-day solar calendar, especially for a community/
movement which most scholars believe, by the first century BCE, was
no longer participating in the Jerusalem temple ritual or celebrating
festivals according to its calendar? As James vanderKam frames the
question:

[The priestly courses'] presence in these fcalendrical] lists raises in-
triguing questions about why a group that was physically and
ideologically separated from the current temple culb took the rrouble
fo align the periods when the priestly courses would be on duty
with other entities in their calendars.n'

while a response might at first seem to hang on a choice between
practical function or theoretical/theological interest, the possibilities are
more variegated and inbertwined. Perhaps it was important for priests
among the Qumran community to preserve a record of which course
they belonged to, with the expectation that sometime soon they would
once again serve in the temple according to the unbroken rotation
schedule which they had preserved, even while it was inapplicable, once
the Jerusalem temple and priesthood were reconstituted according to its
divinely revealed (to the community) rules of purity, ritual, and
calendar. In the meantime, might we imagine that the members of each
such priestly course, "exiled" though it was from the temple, marked its
week of service in some privileged manner within the ritual life of the

., ^44 .community?** In order to do so, of course, the priestly courses and the
communal, especially festival, calendar needed to be synchronized with
one another. But such synchronization would also convey Lhe idea that
the life of the community øs ø u¿hole was in rhythmic concordance not
only with the divinely created and serving celestial rotations,

Encyclopediø of the Dead sea scrolls, ed. Lawrence H. schiffman and James C.
VanderKam (Oxford' Oxford University Press, 2000), IIO-:r2.

43 VanderKam, Calendars, 73

44 Perhaps akin fo the ¡abbinic ma'amødot.
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dominated by the sun, but also with the cultic cycle of priestly service,

which could be understood to function both humanly and angelically in
the absence of a legitimate physical temple. VanderKam quotes M.
Albani as follows'

The basic idea of the calendrical arrangement represented in the

4QMishmarot texts is the concept of a correspondence between
heaven and earth, according to which the circuits of the stars and the

cycles of the priesfly courses have a common origin. This uni-

versaiizing of the temple cult to bhe farthesb horizon of the creation

naturally could have sprung only from the theological interests of
priestly cilcles.as

As VanderKam emphasizes, "With heaven and earth moving in a

harmonious rhythm, the order and design of God's creation became

manifest to aII."a6 Whether or not the impetus for such synchronization
could have "sprung" only from priestly circles, the community as a
whole would have participated, however vicariously, in the correlation
oÉ cultic and celestial cycles.

Before proceeding, it should be noted that the preservation of lists of
the twenty-four priestly courses (although not in calendrical form)

continued for centuries after the destruclion of the Jerusalem temple,

especially in the Byzantine period, both on synagogue plaques and in
liturgical poetry (piyyut). Such lists have been uncovered in synagogues

in the Land of Israel at Caesaria, Ashkelon, Rehov, perhaps Kibbutz
Kissufim (near Gaza), and Nazareth, as well as outside of the Land of
Israel in Yemen. While their function in these settings is unclear, they
presumably served to connect at least the priests within those local

communities, and perhaps the community of worshipers as a whole, with
memories of the destroyed temple and with hopes for its eschaLological

45 M. Albani, "Die lunaren ZykIen im 364-Tage-Festkalender von 4QMisch-
merot/4Qse," Mitteilungen unà Beitrøge 4 (7992): 23, translated by Van-
derKam, Calendars, 74.

46 VanderKam, Calendars, 74.
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restoration, as did other aspects of synagogue iconography which re-

presented the temple sancta and ritual ob;ects.a7 Similarly, liturgical
poets (pøytønim) of around the same time wrote poems that memor-
ialized and glorified Lhe twenty-four priestly courses, long after they
had ceased to have a practical function in Jewish worship, forming
thereby a dynamic bridge between past memories and future ex-
pectations, whíle linking both to the present worship experience.as

Some of these poems, focusing on a particular priestly course by
playing on its name and/or the name of its Galilean place of settlement,
were read in synagogue on the sabbath immediately after which bhat

priestly course would have begun its service, were the temple still
functioning. Thus, although not strictly calendrical in form, such

priestiy lists and their poetic elaborations would have served to mark
the cycle of cultic time in the absence of actual cultic worship.ae

Returning to the calendricai texts of the Dead Sea Scrolis, at an
earlier stage of their publication, the practicality o( a 364-day solar
calendar was questioned on the grounds that it would still be 1.25 days
short of a true solar year, being enough to cause the major festivals,

47 For the latter, see Steven D. Fraade, "The Temple as a Marker of Jewish
Identity Before and AÍter 70 CE: The Role of the Holy Vessels in Rabbinic
Memory and Imagination," in Jewish ldentities in Antiquity: Studies in
Memory of Menøhem Stern, eds. Lee l. Levine and Daniel R. Schwartz
(Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2009), 235-63.

48 For both the synagogue plaques and poems, with reference [o previous
scholarship, see Lee I. Levine, The Ancient Synagogue: The Fü.st Thousand
Yeørs,2nd ed. (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2OO5),239,520-2f ,525,
586-87. On fhe Éunction of the synagogue plaques, see Joseph Naveh, O¿
Stone and Mosaic: The Arømaic ønd Hebrew Inscriptions from Ancient Syna-
gogues (Hebrew) (Jerusalem: israel Exploration Sociefy, Carta, Maãriv,
7975), 85. The list oÍ mishmarot in the synagogue at Rehov are among
fresco inscriptions fhaf have been reported bul not yet published. I am
relying on Haggai Misgav, "The List of Fast Days found in the Synagogu.e
of Rehov," Israel Museum (forthcoming).

49 See Joseph Yahalom, Poefry and Society tn Jewish Galilee of Late Antiquity
(Hebrew) (Tel Aviv: Hakibbutz Hameuchad, 1999), 112-16.
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within a few decades, to become out of sync with their seasonal and

aglicultural associations. However, several more recently published

fragments attest to calculations and calendars that brought the solar

calendar into correlation with the solar year through intercalation, as

weli as thab synchronized the 364-day solar year with the phases of the

[-rue lunar months.so

One non-calendrical text from the Dead Sea Scrolls is pariicularly
indicative of the high stakes of calendrical difference and dispute. It
takes the form of a running commentary @esher) on the prophecy of
Habakluk, in particular interpreting the propheLic words (Hab. z:tS),
"Ah, you who make others drink to intoxicaLion / As you pour out
your wrath,tt / In order to gaze upon their nakedness"t' lNlPS;, as

follows (lQpHab XI,4-8):

lnterpreted, this saying concerns the Wicked Priest who pursued the

Teacher of Righteousness to [he house of his exiie that he might
confuse [or, swallow/desiroy] him with his venomous fury. At the

time appointed for rest, for the Day of Atonement, he appeared

before them to confuse them, and to cause them to sfumble on lhe

Day oÍ Fasting, their Sabbath of ,epose.t'

The commentary understands the verse as a prophetic prediction of a

futule event and set of characters, now identified with (and fulfilled in)

an evenf in the recent past life of the community. Although fhe details

50 For the intercalation of the solar calendar, see VanderKam, Calendørs, 82,

84.For the intercalation of the lunar calendar, see ibid., 81. For correlations
of the solar and lunar calende¡s, see ibid., 69-70,74,76 (4Q377=4QPhases

of the Moon)
51 Wlrile the masoretic text is hàmatèka ("your wrath"), the text cited as the

basis for the pesher is hàmøtô ("his wrath"), referring the charge to a third
persor-r (fhe "you" earlier in the verse's translation being absent from the
Hebrew).

52 While the masoretic text is mlôrêhem ("their nakedness"), the text cited as

the basis Éor the pesher is mô'àdôhem ("their sacred days").

53 Translation is from Vermes, The Complete Dead )ea Scrolls in English, stS.
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are few and the actual names of the protagonists are unknown, most
scholals suppose thab this refers to an incident in which lhe Wicked
Priest, presumably a Jerusalem high priest of the mid- to late-second
century BCE, came to the place of (self-imposed) exile of the Teacher of
Righteousness, presumed to have been the community's originary
prophetic and priestly leader. This occurred on the day which by the
community's calendar was the Day of Atonement, a holy day of
complele rest and a fast day, bul which by the calendar empioyed by
the Jerusalem establishment was a profane workday, on which the
Wicked Priest was not ministering in the temple and, therefore, free and
able to travel. Scholars uniformly presume that the conflict here is
between lwo totaily different calendars, a 364-day solar one for the
Teacher of Righteousness and a 35A-day (before intercalation) Iunar one
for the Wicked Priest, according to which the Day of Atonement would
have fallen on fwo different days.sn

The exact nature of what the Wicked Priest did to the Teacher of
Righteousness on the latter's Day of Atonement is not clear from the
text. Did he physically attack him on a day on which the Teacher
would have been unable to defend himself (cf. t Macc. 2:29-4I)1. Did he
force lhe Teacher to perform some forbidden act on the Day of
Atonement, e.g., to eat or drink as the biblical verse might suggest?

Did he in some other way interfere with the Teacher's required rest? In
any case, the pesher slips, as does the biblical lemma, from what the
Wicked Priest did to "him" (the Teacher) to what he did to "them" (the

54 As we shall see in a simiiar calendrical dispute in a rabbinic text, it is
possible that the dispufe had to do wifh as little as a one-day difference,
arising from a dispufe uìthin a shared calendrical syslem (e.g., whefher ihe
preceding month r,vas a day shorter or longer). However, the exfreme
confrontalional nature of the story would seem to suggest a larger ca-
lendrical conflicf, as may be presumed from the broader context of eumran
calendrical texts. Furthermore, the presence of the word mô'hdêhem ("their
appointed days") in the lemma as commented upon by the pesher, rnay
suggest a broader calendrical conflict that would have affected ihe dating
oÉ fhe other festivals as well. See above, n. 52.
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Teacher's community), suggesting that the confrontation was not simply
"personal." The purpose of the Wicked Priest's pursuit of the Teacher of
Righteousness to "his house of exile" (presumably, the Qumran com-
munity) was to "confuse" the latter, that is, to challenge the correctness

and legitimacy of his (their) calendar, and thereby, to "cause them to
stumble," lhaf is, to interfere with their observance of the Day of
Atonement (and by implication, the other calendrically assigned days).

Whatever the specifics, the pesher suggesLs an angry if not violent
confrontation between opposing (high) priestly figures, standing re-

spectively for two socio-religious bodies, with no seeming possibility of
comprornise or conciliation, either calendrical or human. The prophetic
verse upon which the pesher comments is understood not oniy to have

predicted this confrontation, but to have dualístically cast the Wicked
Priest as the villain and, by implication, the exiìed Teacher of Right-
eousness (and his exiled community) as the righteously suffering victim
of the Wicked Priest's venomous wrath. By further implication. the

calendar of the Tea.cher and his community are prophetically justified

and vindicated.

6. An Early Rabbinic Controversy

Although we cannot do justice to the plethora of early rabbinic texts

lhat deal with calendrical issues (concentrated in the mishnaic and

toseftan tractates Rosh HaShønall, there is one passage in particular that

is strikingly similar to the pesher text we just examined, even as it is

fundamentally different in its implications. The background to our
passage is as follows' The "rabbinic" 354-day lunisolar calendar required

tvvo forms of intercalation to bring it into periodic accord with the

mor-rthly cycle of the moon (29.5 days) and the annual cycle of the sun

(365.25 days): adding a day to some months so they would be thirty
days ir-r lenglh rather than twenty-nine, and adding an extra monlh
(Adar II) to the year in seven out of every nineteen years. According to
fìre Mishnah (Sønh t:Z), both intercaiations were pronounced by a
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special centralized court (of three or seven), originally in Jerusalem, but
after its destruction in 70 CE at Yavneh, on the basis of the lestimony
of lay witnesses, who would be questioned by the members of the court
to determine their reliability,5s

In the case of the monthly intercalation, if reliable witnesses testi-
fied to having seen the first sliver of the new moon on the eve of the

thirtieth day ol the preceding month, thal day would be declared the

first day of the new month, the preceding month having had twenty-
nine days. However, if no reliable witnesses could bring testimony to
having sighted the new moon on the eve of the thirtieth day of the

preceding month, that month would be declared to have had thirty
days, wiLh what would have been the thirty-first day becoming the first
day oÍ fhe next month. This procedure, and the broadcasting of whe-
ther the preceding month was one of twenty-nine or thirty days, was

particularly critical in months that contained festivals, and especially in
the month of Tishri, during which the tenth day was the Day of
Atonement. If the preceding month (Elul) were declared to have had

thirty days, the Day oÉ Atonement would fall one day later than if it
had been declared to have had twenty-nine days.

The Mishnah (m.Sønh. 2:8) records two disagreements as to whe-
ther the bestimony of certain witnesses was acceptable for pu¡poses of
the determination of when the first day of Tishri would fall, with

55 It is generally presumed that the lannaitic rabbis had sufficient knowledge of
bhe lenglh of true lunar and solar cycles to have been able to set the calendar
accurately on the basis of calculation (that is, alternating lunar months of
twenty-nine and thirty days, and adding an extra lunar month seven times
every nineteen years) rather than through real-time witnessing and [he
uncertainlies and possible confusion and dispute thereby produced. Their
preference, therefore, for settìng the calendar through a process of lay
witnessing before a (rabbinic) courb must have been driven by other con-
sideralions, such as a desire to have the laify parbicipate in the process (e.g.,

m.Roí, Haé. 2:5-6) On the question of human witnessing and legal truth
more broadly, see Chaya T. Halberstam, Løw and Truth in the Hebrew Bíble
and Rabbínic Liferature (Bloomington, lnd., Indiana University Press, 2009).
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Rabban Gamliel, the head of the court, being more accepting of ques-

tionable testimonies than some of his rabbinic colleagues. With regard
to two witnesses whose testimony Rabban Gamliel had accepted, Rabbi
Dosa ben Harkinas declared, "They are false witnesses," to which Rabbi

Joshua (ben Hananiah) declared, "I agree with your position." The
practical consequence would have been that the day that Rabban

Gamliel declared to be the first of Tishri Rabbi Dosa ben Harkinas and
Rabbi Joshua would have considered the thirtieth day of the preceding
month of Elul, thereby necessitating that the first of Tishri (and the Day
of Atonement on the tenth of Tishri) would be a day later for them than
it was for him (as for those who followed his decision, which we might
presume from the Mishnah's perspective was the majority of the sages,

if not ihe people). The Mishnah continues with the following narrative
(Roi Haå. 2:9),s6

[A]Rabban Gamliel sent (word) to him (=Rabbi Joshua)' "i decree that
you come to me with your staff and purse on the Day of Atonemeni
as determined by your reckoning."

[B]Rabbi Akiva went and found him (=Rabbi Joshua) troubled. He
(=Akiva) said bo him (=Joshua), "I can demonstrate that whatever
Rabban Gamliel has done is (validly) done, as it is said, 'These are

the appointed times (mo'qdim) of lhe Lord, the sacred occasions,

which you shall proclaim' (Lev. 23:4). Whether they are in their
proper time or not in their proper time I (=God) have no other
appointed times but lhese (whose times you shall proclaim)."

[C]He (=Joshua) came upon Rabbi Dosa ben Harkinas. He (=Dosa)

said to him (=Joshua¡, "If we are going to lake issue with the court of
Rabban Gamliel, we would need to take issue with every single
court thaL has served from the days of Moses until now, as it is said,
'Then Moses and Aaron, Nadab and Abihu, and seventy elders of
Israel ascended' (Exod. 2a:9). And why were the names of the elders

not specified? To leach that every group of three (elders) who serve

5ó For our purposes. there are no appreciable differences belween the printed
editions and Lhe principal manuscripts of the Mishnah here.
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as a court of Israel, it is indeed equivalent (in authority) to the court
of Moses."

[D]He (=Joshua) took his staff and purse in his hand and went to
Yavneh, to Rabban Gamliei, on the Day of Atonement as de-

termined by his (=Joshua's) reckoning. Rabban Gamliel stood up and

kissed him on his head and said to him, "Come in peace, my master

and my disciple - my master in wisdom and my disciple in ac-

cepting my rulings."sZ

Here, as in the Qumran pesher, we witness a calendrical disagreement
(albeit within a shared calendrical system) with severe consequences for
legal practice. Rabbi Joshua is forced to choose whether to observe the

Day of Atonement on its proper date according to his reckoning, and

thereby to reject the judicial authority of Rabban Gamliel, or to accept

the judicial authority of Rabban Gamliel at the cost of violating the Day
of Atonement, according to Joshua's reckoning, by traveling and

carrying on it. With the Day of Atonement being the holiest day of the

Jewish calendar, and with Rabban Gamliel being the highest rabbinic

authority of his day, Rabbi Joshua's dilemma is extreme. Clearly, he is
very distraught at the choice he must make, with no escape or middle-

ground available to him. Rabbi Akiva, no lightweight, argues to him
that Scripture itself has God assigning the responsibility for setting the

calendrical times for lhe sacred occasions to the Israelites (implicitly,

through their leaders). In effect, so far as God is concerned, there is no
"correct" date except as determined by the Israelites, who, as it were,

invite him to the festivals on days that they determine and with which
he complies.

Of course, Rabbi Akiva's argument leaves unclear who among the

Israelites determines the date of a festival, and by implication, the larger

calendar upon which the dating of the festivals depends. Rabbi Dosa

57 For a similar set of scriptural arguments for accepting the rulings of lesser
and lafter-day judges as being of equal au[hority bo those of earlier
"heavyweights," see t.Roé. Høá. 7:78; b.Roé. Høí. 25a-b. Cf . ;it're Deut. 753.
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ben Harkinas, whose disagreement with Rabban Gamliel sparked fhe
dispute, argues that the viability of the legal system depends upon an
unbroken succession of courts, beginning with Moses's court of seventy
anonymous elders, and that each successive court, regardless of the
identity of its members, deserves the same respect and obedience in
order for the legal system to be maintained. In a sense, lhe "fruth" of
their verdicts, including calendrical determinations, is of secondary
importance to their continuity.ss

As a result of these scriptur-al arguments, Rabbi Joshua decides to
obey Rabban Gamliel's decree, even though doing so entails profaning
the Day of Atonement, according to Rabbi Joshua's calendrical reck-
oiring. While this is a "victory" for Rabban Gamliei, that is, for his
authorify as head of the court, he greets Rabbi Joshua in a conciliatory,
affectionate manner, by noting that whereas Rabban Gamliel is superior
in authority, Rabbi Joshua is superior in wisdom, including, we may
presume, in calendrical matters. If superiority is conventionally granted
to the master over the disciple, in this sense at least, the two sages end
up as both master and disciple to one another - a virtual draw.

Comparing the two narratives, Qumranic and mishnaic, may be
unÉair given that the latter is much more fully developed as a narrative
Lhan is the former. In both cases a figure of superior authority confronts
a teacher of considerable knowledge with respect to a calendrical dis-
pufe that affects the dating and hence observance of the Day of Afo-
nement. In both cases the figure of superior authority causes the
compefing figure to violate the Day of Atonement on the day reckoned
by the latter to be its correct occurrence. In both cases, scriptural
interpretation (albeit of different forms) is used to justify one side in the
conflict (the Teacher of Righteousness in the pesher; Rabban Gamliel in
the Mishnah).

Nevertheless the contrasts between the two stories are striking. In a
sense, they are inversions of one another; the directions and emotions

58 Compare the famous story of the "Oven of Akhnai," b.B Mesi'ø 59b
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of travel and encounter are opposite. In the pesher, the Wicked Priest

pursues the Teacher of Righteousness to the latter's "house of exile,"

confronts him in anger, possibly even with violence, so as to force him

to violale the Day of Atonement. In the Mishnah, Rabbi Joshua travels

to Gamliel's seat of authority in Yavneh (in a sense, in exile from

Jerusalem), but in a spirit of conciliation, violating thereby, of his own

voli[ion, "his" Day of Atonement. In the pesher, the scriptural verse is

inferpreted in such a way as to justify the Teacher of Righteousness's

(and his community's) resistance to the Wicked Priest, and possibly

suffering af his hands. thereby prophetically (i.e., divinely) justifying

their "deviant" (from the perspective of the Wicked Priest) festival

calendar. In the Mishnah, scriptural verses are interpreted so as to
justify Rabban Gamliel's exercise of ludicial authority, and Rabbi

Joshua's compliance with it. The pesher's narrative concludes with the

seeming wrathful victory of the Wicked Priest, but the prophetic vin-

dication of the Teacher of Righteousness. The Mishnah concludes with
a kiss and reconciliation, affirming the superior status of each of the two

sages: one in authority the other in wisdom. The pesher may be said to

be polemical, against the Wicked Priest, but also the calendar and

institution that he represents. If the Mishnah contains a polemic (against

those sages who would challenge, even if on legitimate grounds, the

judicial authority of the rabbinic head of court), it subverts direct

confrontation in the interest of rabbinic domestic p"u.".tn

In the pesher, there are only two figures, both named only by their

sobriquets: one standing for wickedness, the other for righteousness,

facing off against each other, with no dialogue or middle ground be-

tween then. The latter's community is only hinted at. In the Mishnah,

we have the two main, named characters, Rabban Gamliel and Rabbi

Joshua, with the latter seeking counsel from two named colleagues,

59 As noted above (n. 2a), tannaitic literature alludes to the broader calend-

rical conflict and polemic, at least with respect [o the dating of the festival
of Shavubt, between the rabbinic sages and o[hers (the Boethuseans), who
presumably follon' a different calendrical system of reckoning.
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Rabbi Akiva and Rabbi Dosa, who bring, as it were, the main prota-
gonists together through the radical rheto¡ic of their scriptural inter-
pretations. Although the mishnaic actors are named, we are asked to
regard them as standing for a long line of anonymity. scriptural in-
terpretation in the pesher is deictic; that in the Mishnah is dialogical.

Explaining these differences is more complicated than identifying
them, since they are likely to be reflections not just of different attitudes
toward calendrical dispute and ideology among eumran sectarians and
rabbinic sages, but of broader differences between the discursive
practices of pesher and Mishnah, and even more broadly of Dead sea
scrolls sectarian texts and of rabbinic literature. with these caveats in
mind. it is fair to say that the differences in tone are at least partly
atiributable to the fact that the pesher text (as is commonly presumed) is
dealing with a calendrical dispute between two entirely separate ca-
lendrical systems (solar and lunisolar), in which each and every sacred
occasion (except, presumably, the Sabbath) would have fallen on a
different day, making a shared religious life between the adherents of
the two calendars permanently and irresolvably impossible. By contrast,
the Mishnah is dealing with a more localized calendrical dispute within
a- shared (lunisolar) calendar. As the Mishnah frames the story, the
dispute between the sages is over which witnesses to the appearance of
a new moon provide reliable testimony, who determines their relia-
bility, and what one is to do if one's own view diverges from that of the
court (or head of court) designated to make that determination.óo

For the pesher, the conflict between the Wicked priest and the
Teacher of Righteousness, as between the two calendars that they
uphold, represents the dualistic opposition between the human and
cosmic forces of light and dark, truth and falsehood, the final battle
which in fhe "end of days" will result in the absolute victory of the
former and the defeat of the latter. By contrast, the conflict and re-
conciliation between Rabban Gamliel and Rabbi Joshua, after conferring

ou Þee aÞove, n. 55.
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with his colleagues, seeks to emphasize the scripturally based necessity

of accepting ihe authority of the duly constituted court and its head, in

bhis case to determine the calendar and the sacred appointed times

therein, even when legitimately questioning i[s judgment, in order (in

Lhe "words" of Rabban Gamliel elsewhere) "that strife not multiply in
rrtrÓlrr1't 'lIIsrael.""' The pesher is about the polemical confrontation between ir-

reconcilable difference; the Mishnah is about the balance between ju-

dicial authority, as vested in an institution, and the vitality of collegial

debate within a community of scholars.

Conclusions

In theory, the Hebrew Bible presumes a single shared calendar by which
appointed festival times could be coliectively celebrated in cyclic

accordance with the movements of the sun and moon, as divinely
ordered and ordained. In practice, the Hebrew Bible gives little
guidance as to how such a calendar is to be constructed, especially in

view of the mathematical impossibility of synchronizing days, weeks,

lunar months, and the solar year (and agricultural seasons) within an

annual cycle, without the human intervention of periodic intercalation.

We have seen ample evidence of a plethora of attempts at such

synchronization, each one with partial success. These various attempts

are largely incompatible with one another, at least in the short term. To

the extent that these calendars would have been practiced, they would
have resulted in calendrical communities that marked sacred (and

profane) time according to different, mutually exclusive schedules from
one another. Inevitably, the practitioners of one would have disparaged

[hose of another, especially since if one is "right" the others must be

"wrong," invalidating thereby the divinely commanded religious

observances keyed to the "wrong" calendars, which by their very

practice would be seen by their opponents as rendering the sacred

ó1 See b,B, Mesi'a 59b.
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profane and the profane sacred. polemical statements to that effect are
most evidenf in the Book of Jubilees, and to a lesser extent in some of the
Dead Sea Scrolls.

However, we need not presume that each such calend ar was ac_

tually practiced. especially in the cases of single texts or textual corpora
that evidence muitiple types of calendars. As we have seen, in texts
such as the Astronomical Book of Enoch (r En. T2-s2) and z Enoch,
multiple calendars could bextually coexist, even if we presume a pre-
ference for the 364-day solar caiendar for festival dating. where we Éind
multiple calendars, caiendrical polemic, af least explicit, rs noticeably
a-bsent. such texts display an interest in astronomicai and calendrical
calculations for, in a sense, their own sake. That is, calculating the
phases of the moon and cycles of fhe sun, and in some cases co_
ordinating these with one another, is of interest and meaning aside from
their practical consequences for the dating of festivals. To fafhom the
cyclic patferns of the celestial bodies is a source of wisdom and a
medium for integration with the divinely created cosmos in and of
itselÉ.

while calendar and calendrical discourse might be thought to reside
in the domain of practice or law (in rabbinic terms, harakhah), as we
have amply seen, it also partakes of aspecfs of narrative (aggadah), both
scriptural and post-scriptural (the latter, as we saw, in pesher and Mish-
nah). Living according io an authorized calendar not only, as a practical
matter, brings the life clock of the individual into synchronization with
that of ihe community, but equally, as a spiritual matter, brings com-
munal rhythms into synchronization with cyclical patterns of creation,
revelation, and redemption, bobh earthly and celestial. both historical
and cosmic, especiaily as these are understood to be divinely driven. It
ensures that the cycles of religious feasting and fasting are communally
synchronized as shared commemorations and re-enacLments of defining
scriptural narrative events as well as synchronizations of communal life
with the reliably rhythmic cycles of the divinely designed and directed
cosmos. calendars, and the shared communal lives that they regulate,
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become themselves narratives of both transcending significance and of

ever-multiplying and morphing variety. Stated differently, calend-ars

connect their adherents both vertically through space to the divinely
created cosmos and horizonbally through time to a sacred history both
reenacted and anticipated. They do so whether through concrete

practice or theoretical contemplation. whether through intra-communal
accord or through inter-communal discord.
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